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A. Administrative
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Title:

2

Requester's name:

3

Requester type (Member
body/Liaison/Individual contribution):
Submission date:
Requester's reference (if applicable):
Choose one of the following:
This is a complete proposal:
or,
More information will be provided later:

4
5
6

Proposal to add Six characters in the
Devanagari block for representation of
Kashmiri language in Devanagari script.
Ministry of Communications & IT,
Government of India
Through:
Bureau of Indian Standards
National Member Body
14-10-2009

Yes
If required more information may be provided
later.

B. Technical – General
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Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script
(set of characters):
Proposed name of script:
b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:
Name of the existing block:
Number of characters in proposal:
Proposed category:
A-Contemporary
B.1-Specialized (small collection)
B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct
D-Attested extinct E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic
G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols
Proposed Level of Implementation (1, 2 or 3):
Is a rationale provided for the choice?
If Yes, reference:
Is a repertoire including character names provided?
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character
naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form
suitable for review?
Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered
preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the
standard?
If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, email, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used:

No

Yes
DEVANAGARI
Six
A

1

Yes

Government
India

of
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9

References:
Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive Yes
texts etc.) provided?
Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers,
magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached?
Special encoding issues:
No
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data
processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting,
searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose
information)?
Additional Information:

C. Technical - Justification
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Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted
before?
If YES explain
Has contact been made to members of the user community (for
example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters,
other experts, etc.)?
If YES, with whom?
If YES, available relevant documents:
Information on the user community for the proposed characters
(for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or
publishing use) is included?
Reference:
The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use;
common or rare):
Reference:
Are the proposed characters in current use by the user
community?
If YES, where? Reference:

No

Yes
User Groups
20 Lakhs
approximately
Common

Yes

Kashmir region of
India as well as
Kashmiri spread
across India &
world
After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P Yes
document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?
If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:
Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous Preferably these
range (rather than being scattered)?
should be placed
contiguous
Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation No
form of an existing character or character sequence?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a No
composed character sequence of either existing characters or
other proposed characters?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
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13

Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar
(in appearance or function) to an existing character?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use
of composite sequences?
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph
images (graphic symbols) provided?
If YES, reference:
Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties
such as control function or similar semantics?
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility
character(s)?
If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic
character(s) identified?
If YES, reference:

No

No

No

No

Kashmiri in Devanagari script
Kashmiri is mainly written in Perso-Arabic. Devanagari script is also used for writing
Kashmiri. Central Hindi Directorate (CHD), Ministry of Human Resources Development,
Government of India is the recommending authority of Parivardhit Devanagari (Extended
Devanagari Set for representation of the other Indian languages in Devanagari). Department
of Information Technology and CHD in consultation with all the stakeholders of the Kashmiri
language which includes Experts from CIIL Mysore, Central Hindi Directorate (CHD),
Commission for Scientific & Technical Terminology (Ministry of MHRD, Govt. of India), CDAC and other Kashmiri-Devanagari experts finalized the additional characters which need
to be encoded in the ISO 10646 and Unicode. The experts opined that there is need to
encode 10 characters in the Unicode/ ISO 10646 for representation of the Kashmiri
language. These characters are shown in the table below:
Glyph

Name

1

B

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel High Central Unrounded U

2

A

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel High Central Unrounded UU

3

G

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Sign High Central Unrounded U

4

H

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Sign High Central Unrounded UU

5

E

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Mid Central Unrounded O

6

F

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Mid Central Unrounded OO

7

I

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Sign Mid Central Unrounded O

8

J

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Sign Mid Central Unrounded OO

9

L

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Back Low Rounded O

10

M

Kashmiri Devanagari Vowel Sign Back Low Rounded O

The characters shown at Serial No. 1-4 are already proposed through document no. ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC2/WG2 N3480 and L2/08-250 by Mr. Praveen Satpute and Mr. Micheal Everson.
Government of India has already recommended the encoding of these four characters
through letter no. 13(6)/2008 -HCC(TDIL) dated August 11th, 2009 submitted to Unicode
Consortium. The reference document no. is L2/09-311, as placed at Annexure-I.

The characters shown at Serial No. 5,
character at Serial No. 7,

E is Devanagari Vowel Mid Central Unrounded O and

I is the Vowel Sign for the same. This character is very frequently

used in the Kashmiri Devanagari text. Following are some published examples of the usage
of these characters.

Example 1 - Usage of "Devanagari Vowel Mid Central Unrounded O" taken from "Ramayan
Kashmiri Bhasha Mein" shown with red arrow.

Example 2 - Usage of "Devanagari Vowel Sign Mid Central Unrounded O" taken from
"Ramayan Kashmiri Bhasha Mein" shown with red arrow.
The characters shown at Serial No. 6,
and character at Serial No. 8,

F is "Devanagari Vowel Mid Central Unrounded OO"

J is the Vowel Sign for the same. This character is very

frequently used in the Kashmiri Devanagari text. Following are some published examples of
the usage of these characters.

Example 3 - Usage of "Devanagari Vowel Mid Central Unrounded OO" taken from "Ramayan
Kashmiri Bhasha Mein" shown with red arrow.

Example 4 - Usage of "Devanagari Vowel Sign Mid Central Unrounded OO" taken from
"Ramayan -Kashmiri Bhasha Mein" shown with red arrow.

The complete text of the reference page may be seen at Annexure -II. There are many
examples of usage of these characters in different publications as shown below:

Usage Example 5: The Kashmiri Vowels shown in "KAshmIra-shabdAmRtaM" written by Shri
Ishwar Kaul and edited by Mr. George Grierson, published in 1889.

Usage Example 6: The Kashmiri Vowels shown in Grierson Dictionary.

Other common words examples for the proposed characters:

E
I
Arm ->

नjर

bird ->

jर

unbroken -> Uर
butter ->

थjन्य

F
J

mother ->

मhज

(she) was ->
last ->

dस्य

dखरी

to unknown ->
boatman ->

गhरन

हhन्ज़

The characters shown at Serial No. 9,
at Serial No. 10,

M

L is "Devanagari Vowel

Back Low Rounded O" and character

is the Vowel Sign for the same. This character and its vowel sign are

recommended by the experts to represent Kashmiri sound close to pronunciation of International
Phonetic symbol T. Presently it is represented by the consonantal alphabet व (va). All the Devanagari
vowels have vowel signs (matras) but the Devanagari consonantal alphabet letter व (va) does not
have any vowel sign. Hence the experts have recommended new signs (glyphs) for this sound and its
vowel symbol.

Word Examples:
Hindi word सख
ु (Sukh) is pronunced as sTkh in Kashmiri, if the present व (va) is used
for writing this word it will be written as वख and a person not knowing Kashmiri will
pronunce it as "svakh", which is not correct. But when it is written using the new
vowel sign it will be pronounced correctly i.e. सख
ु -> sukh -> sTkh -> सiख.
Other example words:
खुश -> khush -> khTsh -> खiश (happy)
पैर -> khush -> khTsh -> खiर (foot)
दध
ू -> doodh -> dTd -> दiद (milk)
Kashmiri words like drTkh (vomit), nyTth (thumb) etc can not be written at all with
the help of व (va) as it is not having any vowel sign (matra). But these may be correctly
represented using new signs.
vomit -> द्रiख -> drTkh
thumb ->

यiठ -> nyTth

The printed usage examples for these characters are not presently available as the experts
have recommended its usage in all future publications of Kashmiri language text in
Devanagari script. CHD has also recommended usage of these characters and these will be
shortly recommended in the official publication of Central Hindi Directorate "Devanagari Lipi
Tatha Hindi Vartani Ka Mankikaran".

